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HOME FINDS

The best way to save surface space is to choose a 
sleek washstand with a towel bar. The traditional 
style juxtaposed with the modern matte-black 
finish creates the perfect tension and balance. 
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V A N I T I E S  &  W A S H S T A N D S

OLD WORLD 
MEETS NEW 
Combine the vintage charm of a classic 
open-framework console with the benefit 
of modern fixtures. The integrated sink 
top is made from SculpureStone material, 
which is non-porous, stain-, mould- and 
mildew-resistant , making cleaning 
and maintenance easy. The Boutique 
collection tops with Palmer legs come 
in two styles: Traditional with a round 
or oval sink; cove-edge treatment and 
tapered-foot console legs; or modern 
with a rectangular sink and studio console 
legs. The tops are available in a matte or 
gloss finish. Boutique collection with 
Palmer legs, $3,145 - $9,255; 
mtibaths.com available at Tiles Plus 
Bath & Tile Centre in Mississauga.

The Metallo washstands are timeless design classics, with right-angle tee joints that 
reference traditional bathroom pipework, looking equally at home in a more 
traditional bathroom or industrial-inspired scheme. Each washstand features a 
practical towel bar and a shelf for storage, finished in a tubular brass. The Metallo 
is available in two sizes, shown here is the Metallo 114, which is topped with a sleek 
Mandello 114 Solo basin. Metallo 114, $2,730; vandabaths.com

MODERN MARVEL 
The Avento freestanding vanity celebrates chic elegance and minimalist 
design. Perfect in bathroom spaces both large and small, it is available in 
multiple configurations for single or double basins. Even the interior of 
the vanity can be customized with dividers, LED lighting and integrated 
outlets as desired. There are limitless design options with six distinctive 
metal finishes, and more than 50 options for panel finishes that include 
traditional and exotic woods, unique textured surfaces, and high-gloss 
acrylics. Avento vanity, from Furniture Guild starts at $5,000; gingers.com

The Candella washstands are 
typified by the design of the 

legs, which feature elegantly 
shaped details. A towel bar and 

a storage shelf in tempered 
glass are practical yet well 

designed, lending a sense of 
hotel style to the bathroom. The 

Candella is available in two 
sizes, shown here is the 

Candella 100 topped with a 
Victorian-inspired Lario 100 Solo 

basin. Candella 100, 
$2,878; vandabaths.com

Bring the five-star hotel 
experience home, creating 
a spa-like setting in your 
bathroom. The Hotelier 
collection is made 
of durable solid brass. 
Hotelier Sconce, $270; 
Dupont Plumbing Supplies

Mouth-blown glass spheres soften the light and are attached to a thickly circular 
backplate finished in aged brass. Paired together, these two elements lighten not 
just the room but the mood. Baird Triple Wall Light, aged brass, $575; gingers.com
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